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Reference Operating Point for FNSF
FNSF Scenario Developed by TSC/Coppi-Tang + System Code

Operating Point Configuration
Parameter
Value
R (m)
4.8
Ip (MA)
7.87
ITF (MA/m2 )
15
BT (T)
7.5
BTcoil (T)
15.85
βNth
2.2
q95
6
H98
0.99
fbs
0.52
Zeff
2.43
n/nG
0.9
n0 / < n >
1.4
T0 / < T >
2.6

Figure 1: FNSF Temperature, Density, Safety
Factor, Heating/Current Drive, and Radial Power
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Integrated Plasma Simulator (IPS) Framework
Component-Based Coupled Simulation Framework with Shared State Files
The Integrated Plasma Simulator (IPS) simulation framework is a Python, componentbased lightweight coupled simulation framework. Components generally exchange small
amounts of data via state files with common
formats that can be manipulated by all components. Coupled workflows are typically controlled by a “driver” component which is responsible for controlling the execution of components
and ensuring that any data dependencies between the coupled components are satisfied in
the course of executing the simulation.

Figure 2: Controlling the coupling and workflow of
physics codes using a component-based framework.
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IPS-FASTRAN Framework and Workflow
Equlibrium, Stability, Pedestal, Core Transport, and Heating/Current Drive Models
IPS-FASTRAN workflow reconstructs the equilibrium and test the ideal MHD stability using
EFIT and DCON codes, respectively. Hence,
the EPED model predicts the pedestal height
and width before calculating the turbulent and
neoclassical transports at the core region using TGLF and NCLASS codes, respectively.
Then, heating and current drives from neutral
beam injection using NUBEAM, electron cyclotron waves using TORAY, lower-hybrid and
helicon waves using GENRAY, and ion cyclotron
wave using TORIC are estimated. This workflow
iterates for 5-10 times to reach a steady-state.

Figure 3: IPS-FASTRAN Workflow.
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Application of IPS-FASTRAN Framework
Validation of IPS-FASTRAN against Existing Tokamaks

Figure 4: Applications of the IPS-FASTRAN in DIII-D, KSTAR, KDEMO, CAT, and ITER.
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Establishing/Constructing Equilibrium State
Solving Grad-Shafranov Equation to Construct Equilibrium Profiles and Magnetic Flux

The initial values for the plasma and engineering parameters were taken from a system code
and EFIT is used to construct/reconstruct the
equilibrium every at the end of every iteration
of the IPS-FASTRAN workflow. An example of
the magnetic flux surfaces, safety factor, and
plasma pressure are shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5: Safety Factor and Pressure Profiles and
Magnetic Flux Surfaces.
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A Model for Pedestal Pressure and Pedestal Width
A Scan of Pedestal Density and Plasma Current using EPED Code

EPED is a predictive model for the pedestal
height and width by finding an intersection domain of the limiting instabilities, i.e. PeelingBallooning and Kinetic-Ballooning Modes, using
eight scalar parameters that define the model
equilibrium which are the toroidal magnetic field
(Bt ), plasma current (Ip ), major radius (R), minor radius (a), triangularity (δ ), elongation (κ),
pedestal electron density (neped ), and the global
Troyon βN (βN ,global ).

Figure 6: A Model for the Pedestal Pressure and
Pedestal Width as a function of Plasma Current and
Pedestal Density using EPED Code.
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Calculating Fluxes and Diffusivities using TGLF Code
Evolving the Density and Temperature Profiles to Achieve a Steady-State

Figure 7: Electron’s and ion’s Heat Fluxes (Qe,i ) and
Particle Diffusivities (χe,i ) over multiple iterations of
the IPS-FASTRAN workflow.

Figure 8: Evolution of Electron’s and ion’s Densities
(ne,i ) and Temperatures (Te,i ) over multiple iterations
of the IPS-FASTRAN workflow.
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Neutral Beam Heating/Current Drives (NBHCD)
Model Neutral Beam Heating/Current Drive using NUBEAM - Introduction

The negative-ion neutral beams provides efficient current drive in the gap between central deposition of ion-cyclotron heating at the magnetic axis and the deepest penetration depth of the
lower-hybrid waves. The neutral paths emitted from different parts of the source tend to converge toward a focal point in the center of the port, and then diverge as they travel beyond the
focal point to the point of minimum r/a, roughly at R = Raxis . Ion accelerator can be divided
into sub-regions with each of them aiming toward to a different spot at the core of the plasma.
This gives a flexibility to drive either a locally concentrated or a broadly spread current profile
at the core region. NUBEAM computes the time-dependent deposition, fast ions slowing down,
collisional thermalization, bulk heating, and current drive for the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI).
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Neutral Beam Heating/Current Drives (NBHCD)
Model Neutral Beam Heating/Current Drive using NUBEAM - Tangency Radius Scan

A scan of the tangency Radius Scan shows
very limited on the driven current which peaks
around ρϕ =0.2. The profiles of electron and ion
heating power density exhibit a strong localization. Electron heating is dominant at large r/a
due strong electron drag at low Te . The ion
heating profile, on the other hand, has a finite
power at small r/a for because of the pitch-angle
scattering during thermalization which causes
some ions to be radially transported to the central part of the plasma.

Figure 9: Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) RF Wave Frequency Scan.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
Model Electron Cyclotron Heating/Current Drive using TORAY - Introduction

The electrons in the plasma are directly heated in a collisionless electron-wave interaction when
launching electromagnetic waves in the range of the electron cyclotron (EC) frequency, however,
the ions are heated indirectly by the EC waves when they collide with the EC heated electrons.
The electron-cyclotron frequency is the highest (∼200 GHz) compared to other radio-frequency
heating methods where the period of the electron cyclotron rotation is the shortest in the confined plasma. The dependence of the electron cyclotron frequency on the strength of the magnetic field (which decreases radially) makes the electron cyclotron heating localized in a thin
resonance zone of thickness that depends on Doppler shift of the heating wave frequency and
the relativistic mass effect of the electrons.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
Model Electron Cyclotron Heating/Current Drive using TORAY - Introduction

TORAY is a ray-tracing code that solves the Hamiltonian formulation in toroidal geometry to
simulate the electron-cyclotron heating and current drives in tokamaks using cold plasma dispersion relation. The deposited EC power into the plasma, which is very sensitive to the toroidal
and poloidal launch angles, is partially used in heating the plasma and partially used in driving
current through the plasma. Although TORAY is equipped with an analytical model for equilibrium, it also utilizes numerical equilibrium provided by transport codes such as IPS-FASTRAN.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
Model Electron Cyclotron Heating/Current Drive using TORAY - Frequency Scan

A scan over frequency shows the EC wave deposits its energy into the plasma and drive current close to the edge (∼190 GHz), and as the
frequency increases the location of the driven
current is shifted inward till the EC wave reaches
its maximum penetration depth at ρ ∼0.25 with
f = 230 GHz. A further increase in the EC frequency, the location of the energy deposited into
the plasma starts to shift back toward the edge.

Figure 10: Current Drive profiles with a scan of the
RF wave frequency.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
Model Electron Cyclotron Heating/Current Drive using TORAY - Launcher Toroidal Angle Scan

A scan of the toroidal steering angle (ϕ) of the
EC antenna shows the driven current is directed
clockwise for ϕ <185, then it reverses its direction at ϕ ≥185 and deposit its energy into the
plasma at ρ ≈0.3. Hence the peak of deposited
energy shifts toward the edge for ϕ >205.
Figure 11: Current Drive profiles with a scan of the
toroidal launching angle.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD) using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH)
Model Electron Cyclotron Heating/Current Drive using TORAY - Launcher Poloidal Angle Scan

A scan of the poloidal orientation (θ) of the
EC antenna shows a similar feature to the frequency scan where the largest driven currents
are found at ρ ∼0.2-0.4 for θ =95-110. The
poloidal angles above and below this range has
the peak of their corresponding driven currents
is shifted toward the edge.
Figure 12: Current Drive profiles with a scan of the
poloidal launching angle.
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Helicon Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Helicon Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Introduction

GENRAY ray tracing code is used in the IPS-FASTRAN workflow to calculate the electromagnetic wave propagation and current drive for the lower-hybrid (LH) and helicon (HC) waves using
a grill launcher model from points inside the plasma. GENRAY code takes the magnetic field,
axisymmetic flux surfaces, and radial profiles for the density, temperature, and effective charge
number (Zeff ) and calculates the radial profiles of absorbed powers and current drive based on
linear damping of wave energy.
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Helicon Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Helicon Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Introduction

Helicon waves are high-order harmonic fast waves defined in the frequency range ωci ≪ ω ≪
ωLH where ω is the wave frequency, ωci is the ion cyclotron frequency, and ωLH is lower-hybrid
frequency, respectively, with frequency very close to the lower-hybrid waves. The frequency
of the Helicon waves and parallel refractive index (n∥ ) should be carefully chosen to avoid any
mode conversion to the slow wave branch if they approach the frequency of the lower-hybrid
waves. Helicon waves are launched from the Lower Field Side (LFS) and they spiral the magnetic field lines toward the center of the plasma and are absorbed directly by electrons through
Landau damping, however, the occurrence of a mode conversion to low frequency fast waves
could result in power absorption by ions instead of electron.
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Helicon Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Helicon Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Frequency Scan

A scan of Helicon waves frequency shows a
shift of the current drive peak from their locations close to the magnetic axis where they have
asymmetric shapes at f =0.9-1.1 (GHz) toward
the edge where they are more symmetric in
shape with a steep linear change in their peak
value for f ≥1.7 GHz.
Figure 13: Current Drive Profiles with a scan of RF
Wave Frequency.
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Helicon Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Helicon Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Parallel Refractive Index Scan

Fixing the upper limit of the parallel refractive index, N∥max , for Helicon waves that are launched
from the high field side (HFS) and increasing its
spread, ∆N∥ = N∥max − N∥min , gives rise to a
shift in the location of the deposited energy toward the edge and with a little current is driven
at that location. With more energy deposited at
smaller ∆N∥ , the electron and ion attains higher
temperatures as well (figure not shown here).

Figure 14: Current Drive Profiles with a scan of
parallel refractive index.
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Helicon Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Helicon Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Launcher Poloidal Angle Scan

A scan of the poloidal location of the grill (θgrill )
of Helicon waves antenna launcher above (0 −
90o ) and below (−90o − 0) the outer mid-plane
shows a larger spread of the Helicon waves
while launching from below the mid-plane (solid
lines) with a steady increase in the peak current. However, launching the Helicon waves
from above the mid-plane (dashed lines) limit
the penetration depth to ρ =0.45-0.6 with a very
small change of the peak of the current drive,
except for the cases of θgrill = 60o − 75o .

Figure 15: Current Drive Profiles with a scan of
launcher poloidal angle.
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Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive (HHCD)
Model Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Introduction

The lower-hybrid (LH) waves are launched from antennas with arrays of rectangular waveguides called “grill” where the phase-difference between these arrays of waveguides are adjusted
to launch the target wave-number spectrum. The LH waves are characterized by it efficient
damping at high parallel phase velocities (υϕ∥ = c /N∥ , where c is the speed of light and N∥ is
the parallel refractive index) relative to the electron thermal speed (υthe ) with a low power density
to avoid any shift in the launched LH frequency inside the plasma due to parametric instabilities.
To ensure strong linear wave damping on a Maxwellian distribution, the parallel phase velocities
need to be approximately 3:4 times larger than the electron thermal velocity. Hence, the parallel
p
refractive index should satisfy the condition N∥ ≈ 6.5/ Te [KeV ].
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Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive (LHHCD)
Model Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Launcher Poloidal Angle Scan
Scans of the launching angles of the lowerhybrid waves from (a) high-field side (HFS), e.g.
90o ≤ θgrill ≤ 270o , and (b) low-field side (LFS),
e.g. −90o ≤ θgrill ≤ 90o , at N∥min =1.5, 1.7, and
1.9 with ∥ =0.6, i.e. N∥ =1.8, 2.0, 2.3, that are
shown in Fig. 16 reveal several similarities in
the location of the peak of the driven current and
its amplitude and spreading over the radial direction. A simultaneous launching of LH waves
from HFS and LHS keeps the location and radial spread of the driven current the same but
with a larger peak.

Figure 16: Driven current by lower-hybrid waves at
different launching angles (θgrill ) and parallel
refractive index (N∥ ).
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Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive (LHHCD)
Model Lower-Hybrid Heating/Current Drive using GENRAY - Frequency Scan

A scan of the launching frequency of the lowerhybrid waves from the high-field side (e.g.
θgrill =225) and low-field side (e.g. θgrill =60)
shows a cut-off frequency at f =2 GHz. As the
launching frequncy increases the peak of the
driven current is shifted toward the axis. This
shift is more plausible in the HFS compared to
the LFS.

Figure 17: Driven current by lower-hybrid waves at
different wave frequencies (f ) from the HFS
(θgrill =225) and LFS (θgrill =60).
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Model Fokker-Planck Equation using CQL3D
Solve for the Electron and Ion Distribution Functions - Introduction

The CQL3D code solves the Fokker-Plank equation numerically to evolve the electron distribution function by implementing the Coulomb collision and diffusion operators. The distribution of
the ion species are always considered Maxwellian, however, the initial Maxwellian distribution of
electrons evolves in time into a non-Maxwellian distribution as they are colliding with the ions.
While the outputs from GENRAY ray tracing code is used to model the quasi-linear diffusion
operator (Q), the Braams-Karney relativistic nonlinear potential functions are used to model the
Coulomb collisions operator (C).
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Model Fokker-Planck Equation using CQL3D
Solve for the Electron and Ion Distribution Functions with Helicon and Lower-Hybrid Heating

Figure 18: Comparison of a Frequency-Scan for
Helicon RF Waves Heating with and without Solving
the Fokker-Planck Equation using CQL3D.

Figure 19: Comparison of a Frequency-Scan for
Lower-Hybrid RF Waves Heating with and without
Solving the Fokker-Plank Equation using CQL3D.
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Non-inductive Current Drive Profile
For Target Fusion Gain, Power, and Efficiency.
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Figure 20: Target Total, RF(LH+HC+EC+IC), NB, BS, and Ohmic Current Profile.
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Thank You

Questions are Welcome ...
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